
 

Hi everyone! 

I hope everyone had a lovely Christmas break and I hope 2021 has got off to a good start 

for you all! I also hope you loved sharing our Christmas movie with your friends and family 

over the holidays… I showed it to my Granny on Christmas Day and she thought you were 

all excellent!  

I know it is disappointing that we are not sitting together in our classroom this week but 

these few weeks will fly and we will be back together in no time! 😊  

Just a few things to note as we get started into online learning:  

 

1. Use a writing copy for English & Gaeilge & all other subjects. This can be your "Home 

Learning" copy 

2. Use your spare Maths copy for Maths only and remember: one number in each square to 

keep it neat and easy to read. 

3. Please remember to title and date everything so it's easy to find.  

4. I will attach the answers to Mental Maths each day so you can self-correct as part of your 

work for the day. I will attach Busy at Maths answers too.  

5. Other work can be emailed to me by taking a photo of it and sending it to the class email 

address 

6. I’ve made a Padlet page to share useful websites or activities I come across. I will add to 

it regularly and if there’s anything you have found useful or interesting that you would like 

to share with others, please let me know and I’ll add it there too.  

https://padlet.com/rang56urlingfordns/Bookmarks  

6. If there’s anything you want to tell me, send me, ask me, or suggest to me, please feel 

free to send me an email on rang5.6.urlingfordns@gmail.com. 

 

And one more thing… I would like to wish Callaum a very HAPPY BIRTHDAY for today. 

He is 13 today (Sunday 10th). Hope you had a great birthday Callaum and ate lots of cake!! 

 

I look forward to seeing you all and catching up on Zoom very soon 😊 

Ms. Casey  
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